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Statement from the chairman

By introducing the Global Compact in 2000, the United Nations in general and Kofi  Annan in particular sig-
nalled that in order to achieve a sustainable and inclusive world economy, the commercial sector is not part 
of the problem, but part of the solution to this end. Kjaer Group joined this initiative in 2003 and has been a 
proud and active member ever since.

2006 and 2007 are milestone years for the Global Compact. The network has grown to a considerable size and 
although it is a voluntary initiative, a new initiative was introduced in 2006. Non reporting companies will now 
be publicly displayed on the Global Compact website. Kjaer Group is in full support of this initiative, because it 
is our experience that communicating on progress pushes the notion of corporate responsibility higher up the 
agenda. Putting corporate responsibility on the company agenda is the least a company can do!

The turn of the year 2006/2007 marks the inauguration of a new United Nations Secretary General. As Kofi  
Annan is the personalization of Global Compact, the future success may lie with the member companies and 
the local networks by assuming ownership of the initiative. As chairman of the board of Kjaer Group, I offer my 
support to Global Compact as a guiding star for commercial participation in solving the world’s most press-
ing problems. In the not too distant future, I hope that the Global Compact will have succeeded in infl uencing 
public opinion, so that we no longer have to discuss whether and why companies must conduct their business 
in accordance with the ten principles. Instead, the commercial sector should agree that conducting our business 
in accordance with the ten principles constitutes our licence to operate! 

On a strategic level, Kjaer Group has decided to invest 10% of the Group’s EAT into businesses in support of the 
Millennium Development Goals. Consequently, Kjaer Group has invested in the development of a new business 
platform called C4, which is a community which connects people, investments and competences with growing 
sustainable African businesses in support of the United Nations 2015 Millennium Development Goals. Kjaer 
Group has funded the research and development phase of C4 which will be introduced to the broader market in 
2007.

Mads Kjær
Chairman of the board
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Statements from Kjaer Group 

Kjaer Group joined the Global Compact in 2003 and has been an active and compliant member ever since. In 
order to make sure that we comply with the ten principles of the Global Compact, Kjaer Group has taken below 
actions. 

It is a prerequisite for employment with Kjaer Group that candidates familiarize themselves with Global Com-
pact. Employees are at all times expected to comply with Kjaer Group’s company values which means they com-
mit to behave in accordance with the principles of Global Compact. 

All Kjaer Group employees have voluntary and unsupervised access to representatives from national labour un-
ions, and each individual is free to decide his/her status. 

Kjaer Group approaches the environment with outmost precaution. All business operations involving waste han-
dling have been outsourced to specialists in the fi elds and these operations are HSE audited on a regular basis by 
independent auditors, wherever such national systems are in place. All assessments are passed and most stand-
ards are well above national requirements.

Regarding corruption, Kjaer Group and companies operate a strict zero tolerance policy. It is the offi cial com-
pany policy that we conduct our business in accordance with the highest ethical standards and Kjaer Group will 
not conduct any business which is against the law.

Future focus areas
For Kjaer Group, conducting a business in accordance with the ten principles constitutes our license to oper-
ate. In general, Kjaer Group regards the ten principles as minimum standards to which all stakeholders should 
adhere. Kjaer Group’s membership of Global Compact is an expression of that view. 

As we believe to be in compliance with the ten principles, our future focus will be to get involved in areas where 
we believe to be able to exercise the highest impact on the achievement of a sustainable and inclusive world 
economy.

In 2004 WHO and the World Bank released the World report on road traffi c injury prevention which demon-
strates that road traffi c incidents outnumbers diabetes, malaria and HIV/AIDS as leading contributors to the 
global burden of disease and injury.  The report clearly demonstrates the direct consequences this has on the 
likelihood of achieving the Millennium Development Goals. When the WHO/World Bank report was released 
and demonstrated the proportions of the crisis, Kjaer Group realized our unique position to address this issue.

After decades of experience with supplying vehicles and value adding services to the Aid and Development sector, 
Kjaer Group has the potential of involving all the relevant stakeholders in order to approach this challenge from 
a holistic point of view. In order to address this situation, Kjaer Group has formed a public private partnership 
with the Fleet Forum (www.fl eetforum.net), Global Road Safety Partnership (www.grsproadsafety.org) and the 
Dutch transport company TNT. The objective with the partnership is to help achieve a road safety culture in the 
low and middle income countries – especially in Africa. 

The project is called “Fleet Safety” and will be tested with a number of Fleet Forum’s member organisations op-
erating in Kenya in 2007. The project aims to produce awareness campaigns and toolkits, which will help organi-
sations implement a fl eet/road safety culture within the entire organisation. This includes management aware-
ness as well as practical implementation of driver training. Focus will be given to fl eet operators in Sub Saharan 
Africa. Once the testing and development of the Fleet Safety project is fi nalised, it will become an open source 
toolkit for anybody to use. Fleet Forum is a voluntary umbrella organization developing best practice standards 
for vehicle fl eet operators in Africa. The partnership between Kjaer Group and Fleet Forum offers a unique pos-
sibility to develop toolkits and awareness material that the members of Fleet Forum can provide its members.
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